Contributor Guidelines
Touriosity travelmag
Please read the following guidelines carefully and confirm that you have read and properly understood them
and accepted the terms while submitting any article or photos to the Magazine.
We are interested in original travel stories or experiences from people around the world. We do not discard
stories from less known places, nor about those locations that are not ‘A la Mode’, rather we are more
interested in bringing to our readers the unique features of the little known corners of our globe. So do not be
shy in presenting stories from the most unusual, uncommon, weird or funny places that you have been to.
We value originality and would request authors/photographers to submit works that they have themselves
authored and not copied, wholly or in part, from any existing published or unpublished work. If your work is
selected, you will be required to sign an undertaking authenticating the originality of your work.
We do not want your article to read like a brochure. Instead of what a typical guidebook would tell you, we
would rather be interested in your unique experience, your real feelings and your own opinion so that
readers get a sense of the place and feel like a part of drama.
Please do not try to cover too many topics in one article. An ideal length for a write-up is 1500 to 2000 words,
however, if your topic is ideally fitting into lesser words, please do not try to stretch it to bring it within this
limit. Similarly, for longer articles, do not try to cut it short if that compromises with quality and the real
story.
Articles/photos are to be sent to our email id desk@touriositytravel.com by way of attachments. Articles
should ideally be in word file and photos should be in jpeg format. Photos should NOT be sent pasted into
word documents.
Photos sent should ideally be in high resolution and without signatures and date/time.
Our editorial team reserves the right to correct simple typographic errors. Any proposed modifications in the
articles will only be sent as suggestion to the author for the latter to consider and decide. The views
presented in articles will only be that of authors.
If there are any questions about these guidelines do not hesitate to write to us to clarify.
Thanks.
The Editor
Touriosity Travelmag

